Significant Digit Rules
A measurement can only be as accurate and precise as the instrument that
produced it. Significant digits indicate how precise a measurement has been made.
The more significant digits a measurement has, the less uncertainty there is. How
many significant digits a particular measurement has depends on the measuring
instrument used.
Example: A scale that measures to a tenth of a gram is more precise than one
measuring to the nearest gram. (12.3g vs 12g)


Rules:
1. All non-zero digits (1 - 9) are significant.

2. Zero(es) located between two non-zero digits are significant.

3. Zeroes in front of a non-zero digit are not significant (place holders).

4. Trailing zeros are significant only if a decimal point is included in the
measurement.

1. Determine the number of significant figures in each of the following:
a) __________ 75.02mm
d) ___________
0.0049 g
b) __________ 18.90 mL

e) ___________ 150 cm

c) __________ 12 test tubes

f)

___________ 150. cm

2. Re‐write the quantity 827 000 000 000 000 picoseconds to show:
a) 1 sig. fig. _________________________________
b)

2 sig. figs. _______________________________

c) 3 sig. figs. ________________________________
d) 4 sig. figs. ________________________________
e) 5 sig. figs._________________________________

3. Rewrite the quantity 0.0031904 kg to show:
a)

1 sig. fig. _______________________________

b) 2 sig. figs. _______________________________
c) 3 sig. figs. _______________________________
4. Round each of the following to 3 significant figures:
a) 16.8477 L __________
b) 5.6732 __________
c) 0.14986 L __________
d) 861.85 __________
e) 4.206 x 104 km _________
f) 5.0981 x 10‐3 __________
g) 0.00318756 m__________
h) 0.09025011



__________

Calculations with Significant Figures:
1. When ADDING OR SUBTRACTING, the number of decimal places
found in each measurement is important. AFTER performing your
calculations, round the answer to the LEAST number of DECIMAL PLACES.

2. When MULTIPLYING OR DIVIDING, the number of significant figures
found in each measurement is important. AFTER factoring, round your
answer to the least number of SIGNIFICANT DIGITS.

